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Chesapeake Energy Capital Classic
Thundering Herd falls to Mountaineers, 69-59

By LAKE MOREHOUSE

THE PARTHENON
Marshall fell to in-state rival West Virginia
Wednesday evening 69-59 in the 41st meeting
between the two teams.
The 2012 edition of the Chesapeake Energy
Capital Classic was decorated with five ejections and four technical fouls between Marshall
and WVU.
A scuffle erupted with 1:37 remaining in the
game after a loose rebound attracted Marshall’s
Robert Goff, WVU’s Aaric Murray, Eron Harris,
Jabarie Hinds and Terry Henderson; all five of
which were ejected from the contest.

The Thundering Herd got out to an early lead,
controlling most of the first half. West Virginia
took its first lead of the first half with 2:30
remaining.
WVU outscored Marshall 38-34 in the second half, which proved to be enough for the
Mountaineers.
Marshall’s free throw shooting woes continued to cripple them. The Herd shot 55
percent from the line, while WVU produced
80 percent. Marshall also tallied 17 turnovers
on the night.
Marshall Head Coach Tom Herrion said his
team caused many self-inflicting wounds.

“I’m not sure West Virginia beat us tonight,”
Herrion said. “We contributed mightily to the
loss.”
West Virginia claimed its biggest lead with
8:54 remaining in the second half. Mountaineer forward Deniz Kilicli led his team with 21
points, managing to cause fits for the Marshall
defensive frontcourt.
Marshall’s Elijah Pittman finished with 16
points and D.D. Scarver totaled 17 for the Thundering Herd.
Pittman said the team had problems putting themselves in a good position by poor free
throw shooting and fouls.

“We beat ourselves,” Pittman said. “We
missed quite a bit of free throws. And our fouling hurt us.”
The Thundering Herd cut the second half
deficit to five points with five minutes remaining, but was not able to climb all the
way back.
DeAndre Kane finished with 13 points, seven
assists and three rebounds.
Marshall looks to keep their undefeated record at the Cam Henderson Center Saturday
against Coppin State. Tip off is set for 7 p.m.
Lake Morehouse can be contacted at
morehouse1@marshall.edu.

TOP LEFT: Marshall University men’s basketball Head Coach Tom
Herrion yells instructions to his players during the game between
the Marshall Thundering Herd and the West Virginia University
Mountaineers at the Charleston Civic Center on Wednesday.
TOP MIDDLE: Marshall junior guard DeAndre Kane drives past West
Virginia defender Jabarie Hinds.
TOP RIGHT: Marshall senior forward Dennis Tinnon shoots the ball as
West Virginia’s Keaton Miles defends.
BOTTOM: Marshall senior center Nigel Spikes lays on the floor in
frustration after a foul call.
PHOTOS BY MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

Marshall University course evaluations go paperless
By KATIE WISE

THE PARTHENON
The closing of the 2012
fall semester marks the first
time Marshall University has
dispersed online course evaluations during a regular academic
school year period.
Provost Gayle Ormiston said
efficiency, less time restriction
and cost cutting due to using
less paper for written evaluations are a few factors, which

lead administrators to switch
to online evaluations.
“Online course evaluations
makes it more accessible to students for a longer period of time,”
Ormiston said. “Generally, students
fill out evaluations in a particular
amount of time within the class,
this way students have a little bit
longer time to fill them out.”
Typically, at the end of each
semester Marshall professors
have distributed an in-class,

multiple choice bubble sheet
evaluation to gauge the professor’s performance, course
organization, rapport with students and fair grading.
Identical to the written version, the online evaluation
features 22 standard questions
as well as a section for freeform text comments.
Additionally, students are
able to save progress on an
evaluation and return to it later

if desired, as long as evaluations are completed by 11 p.m.
on Monday, Dec. 17.
To encourage participation in
the online evaluations, students
will receive an email notifying
them of the availability of the
system until its close or until
the student has completed all
available evaluations.
“Student evaluations are very
important because we need to
know what the students think

INSIDE: NEWS, 2 | SPORTS, 3 | OPINION, 4 | LIFE!, 6 HI 55°

of how our faculty is doing as we
work with faculty to try to make
this the best place it can be,” Don
Van Horn, dean of the College of
Fine Arts, said. “Student evaluations are just one piece of a much
larger picture that you have to
look at when assess teaching effectiveness, but they can be very
helpful and informative.”
A study from Columbia College Chicago said benefits of
online evaluations include:

LO 47°
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evaluation scores not changing when evaluations are
completed online rather than
on paper; students leave more,
and often more useful comments on online evaluations
compared to paper evaluations; and students, faculty and
staff generally view online evaluations more positively than
paper evaluations.

See EVALUATION | Page 5
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MU American
Red Cross
Club to have
blood drive
By ASHLEY KILLINGSWORTH

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
American Red Cross Club is
hosting a blood drive Thursday
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
basement of the Memorial Student Center.
“It is very important that donors step up because it is the
blood that is already on the
shelf at the hospital that helps,”
Brian Wong, founding president of the Marshall University
American Red Cross Club, said.
The club is also continuing
their fundraiser for Superstorm
Sandy relief with Elizabeth
Sheets from the Marshall University office of community
engagement and the local Red
Cross chief development officer.
Wong also emphasized the
importance of donating blood
during the holiday season.
“During the holidays the demand for blood does go up,”
Wong said. “We’re always glad
to have every donor because
every two seconds someone
needs blood.”
The next blood drive will be
hosted on Wed., Jan. 16.
Ashley Killingsworth can
be contacted at ashley.killingsworth@marshall.edu.

New Marshall
student
organization sells
baked goods to
raise funds
By TYRELL CARLTON

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall University
Japanese Tea Ceremony Club
is selling baked goods Thursday in the Memorial Student
Center.
The Japanese Tea Ceremony
Club, a new club on campus, is
selling a variety of traditional
Japanese sweets raise money
for the club.
“We do traditional tea
ceremonies,”
Christopher
Leonard, senior Japanese
major, said. “Professor Zelli
Rivas teaches how to perform
ceremonies of receiving and
drinking tea.”
“Assistant Professor Zelli
Rivas has added much to the
program,” Natsuki Anderson, associate professor of
Japanese, said. “She is a great
addition for us.”
The bake sale includes
Japanese traditional green
tea, sweet bean pastries and
Japanese rice balls.
Leonard said the tea is very
bitter, and is usually consumed with a sweet before
hand. “I usually just drink it
without it,” Leonard said.
The club was started this
semester, and all the proceeds for the club will be used
to get necessary materials
for the tea club. Those who
want more information are
asked to come to the modern
language department on the
seventh floor of Smith Hall.
Tyrell Carlton can be
contacted at carlton5@
marshall.edu.

DENNIS VAN TINE/ABACA PRESS | MCT DIRECT

In this July 21, 2009 file photograph, jazz composer Dave Brubeck performs live during ‘An Evening of Performance and Conversation’ at the Apple Store Soho in New York City.
Brubeck, the jazz pianist, composer and bandleader behind the legendary Dave Brubeck Quartet, has died, Wednesday, at age 91.

Jazz legend Dave Brubeck dies at 91
By HOWARD REICH

CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)
Dave Brubeck changed the sound of jazz in profound ways, unexpectedly becoming something of a
pop star in the process.
Starting in the mid-1950s, in fact, he emerged as a
symbol of jazz in America, and well beyond, gracing
the cover of Time magazine in 1954 and selling more
than 1 million copies of “Take Five” in 1960. To this
day, the puckishly syncopated tune remains one of
the most recognizable in jazz, though Brubeck didn’t
write it—his alto saxophonist, Paul Desmond, did.
Beneath the popular acclaim stood a brilliant, uncompromising composer-pianist who challenged
conventional jazz techniques, brought the music to
American college campuses and helped break down
racial barriers through a music uniquely suited to that
task.
Brubeck was en route to an appointment with his
cardiologist when he was stricken Wednesday morning, said his longtime manager-producer-conductor,
Russell Gloyd. The pianist died of heart failure at Norwalk Hospital, in Norwalk, Conn., near his home in
Wilton, Conn.
Brubeck was anticipating a birthday concert Thursday, when he would have turned 92. The performance

will go on, but in the form of a tribute, in Waterbury,
Conn.
“Dave Brubeck was one of the giants in the music—
he changed the way people listened to the music,” said
David Baker, distinguished professor of music at Indiana University and a friend of the Brubeck family.
“He could swing in any time signature—it seemed
like forward motion was born in his blood,” said pianist Ramsey Lewis, who played four-hand piano with
Brubeck at the Ravinia Festival in Highland Park in
2010. Although the Ravinia Festival does not release
attendance figures, a huge audience turned out for
that concert, a celebration of Lewis’ 75th birthday.
“Playing with Dave at Ravinia was one of the most
exciting moments in my life,” added Lewis.
Brubeck’s last performance in the Chicago area
was a 2011 Father’s Day show at Ravinia, where the
90-year-old pianist shared the stage with four sons:
pianist Darius, trombonist Chris, cellist Matt and
drummer Dan. The elder Brubeck also consistently
drew large audiences to Symphony Center, where he
last played in 2009.
Although widely beloved as an elder statesman in
jazz during recent decades, Brubeck’s initial burst
of immense popularity, more than half a century
ago, caused a backlash. When “Take Five” made

Report says Homeland Security grants abused
By BRIAN BENNETT

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)
WASHINGTON — A decadelong, $7 billion
federal program to help local police and fire
departments prepare for a terrorist attack has
allowed communities to buy millions of dollars
worth of equipment that goes unused or is unrelated to terrorism, according to a new report.
Since 2003, a Department of Homeland Security grant program called the Urban Areas
Security Initiative has ballooned from 12 major metropolitan areas to 31 jurisdictions. The
study found that some cities and towns had
created implausible attack scenarios to win
federal grants, and had scrambled at the end of
each fiscal year to buy extra, unnecessary gadgets to spend excess cash.
Columbus, Ohio, for example, used $98,000 to
buy an underwater robot for local rivers. Peoria, Ariz., spent $90,000 to install cameras and
car bomb barriers at the spring training field
for the San Diego Padres and Seattle Mariners.
Police in Oxnard, Calif., spent $75,000 to
outfit a cultural center with surveillance equipment and alarms. Officials in Clovis, Calif., used
the police department’s $200,000 armored
personnel carrier to patrol an annual Easter
egg hunt.
In San Diego in September, police officers
and rescue workers were allowed to use Homeland Security grant money to cover the cost of
a five-day counterterrorism conference held
at Paradise Point Resort & Spa. The $1,000
conference fee included admission to a “zombie apocalypse” demonstration, in which first
responders zapped 40 actors dressed as the
undead.
The yearlong study, sponsored by Sen. Tom

Coburn, R-Okla., examined federal documents
and financial statements from 15 communities
and found that federal funds were often subsidizing local-level police and fire department
budgets.
“We cannot make every community around
the country invulnerable to terrorist attacks
by writing large checks from Washington, D.C.,”
said Coburn, who is seeking to cut the Homeland Security budget, which totaled $46 billion
this year. Coburn is widely expected to be the
top Republican on the Senate Homeland Security Committee in the next Congress.
He said the department’s inability to monitor
how grant money is spent has led to waste, inefficiency and a false sense of security. He said
Congress should reconsider the department’s
approach to reducing the risk of terrorism.
“I’m not sure we are getting much risk reduction sending people to a zombie apocalypse
demonstration,” he said.
The study cited abuses in Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz.; Bakersfield, Oxnard, Riverside,
Sacramento and San Diego, Calif.; Denver; Indianapolis; Baton Rouge, La.; Minneapolis;
Columbus, Cincinnati and Toledo, Ohio; and
Tulsa, Okla.
The Homeland Security Department “fundamentally disagrees with the report’s position
on the value of homeland security grants,” said
spokesman Matthew Chandler. “We have seen
the value of these grants time and again.”
The department has awarded $35 billion
in grants, including those for counterterrorism, to cities and states since it was created in
November 2002. It awarded $490 million for
counterterrorism grants in 2012, down from a
peak of $832 million in 2010.
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him a household name, some critics and deejays accused him of selling out, he said in a 1990 Tribune
interview.
“But I had a lot of fun with them,” recalled Brubeck.
“One of the most internationally known disc jockeys
accused me, right on the air, of going commercial.
“So I said to him, on the air: ‘OK, let’s play the
(‘Take Five’) record, and you follow along and
count it,’” said Brubeck, referring to its underlying
rhythmic pattern, which defied the two-, three- and
four-beats-to-the-bar techniques of the day.
“And there was this huge blank_he didn’t say
anything.
“So I said, ‘Well, why don’t you do it?’
“And he just didn’t answer.
“At that time, hardly any musicians could play
‘Take Five.’ Now a grammar school kid can play it.
“But those were breakthroughs.”
Brubeck ventured even further afield in another
piece that, to his surprise, became a popular hit, his
“Blue Rondo a la Turk.” Its lush harmonies sounded
exotic in the late ‘50s, while its switches between offbeat rhythms and bona fide swing were like nothing
yet encountered in American music.

See BRUBECK | Page 5

Sandy’s devastation prompts
senators to call for speedier aid
By RICHARD SIMON

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
WASHINGTON—They
brought photos of the devastation caused by Superstorm
Sandy. They brought statistics—more than 300,000
homes seriously damaged in
New York alone, for example.
And Sen. Barbara A. Mikulski,
D-Md., brought a newspaper
headline: “U.S. Denies Aid to
Md. Storm Victims.”
Senators from the Northeast and mid-Atlantic made
appeals Wednesday for swift
congressional action on a disaster aid bill expected to run
into tens of billions of dollars.
The White House is expected to send a spending
bill to Capitol Hill this week.
The measure is expected
to provide money not only
for rebuilding but also for
shoring up defenses against
future flooding.
“We can either invest in
protections now, or we will
pay more later,” Sen. Charles
E. Schumer, D-N.Y., said at the
Senate appropriations subcommittee hearing.
New York and New Jersey
suffered the most damage,

but senators from Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland and
Rhode Island appealed to
their colleagues not to forget
their states.
“While Delaware didn’t
receive the kind of devastation that our neighbors to the
north have received, we’ve
suffered widespread flooding;
we’ve suffered severe damage
to many homes and to many
businesses,” Sen. Thomas
R. Carper, D-Del., said. “Our
beaches, which provide a vital
buffer between the ocean and
our shore communities, have
been badly depleted, leaving
us vulnerable to flooding and
to damage even from small
storms and routine high tides.”
Mikulski was upset that
the Federal Emergency Management
Agency
denied
individual assistance to residents on its eastern shore;
Maryland officials plans to appeal the decision.
“Right now, there is heartbreak in Maryland,” Mikulski
said.
Senators sought to head off
any effort by deficit hawks to
require the disaster aid to be
offset by spending cuts.
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Cato, Grooms receive C-USA honors
HERDZONE
IRVING, Texas - Marshall quarterback Rakeem Cato and running back
Kevin Grooms were named Conference USA’s Most Valuable Player
and Freshman of the Year, respectively, on Wednesday, following a
vote of the league’s 12 head football
coaches.
The two become the first Herd student-athletes to capture the awards
since the school joined Conference
USA in 2005.
Cato was named the All-Conference
USA first team QB a day earlier, while
Grooms was one of four Herd players
on the league’s All-Freshman squad.
Cato, the first underclassman to
win the league’s top award, leads the
FBS in completions/game (33.83) and
passing yards/game (350.08) and is
third in TD passes (37), fifth in total
offense/game (352.67) and completion percentage (69.5). He also leads
C-USA in pass efficiency (147.1). He
led a Herd unit that is second in the
nation in third-down conversion percentage (54.59) and first downs per
game (29.42) and his 66.2% career
completion mark (588-of-888) is currently a school record, just ahead of
Herd legends Chad Pennington (65.1)
and Byron Leftwich (63.4). Earlier
this season, he was named to the Manning Award Watch List (nation’s top
collegiate quarterback).
The Miami native becomes the first
Marshall offensive player to win a top
conference award since Leftwich was
named the Mid-American Conference’s Offensive Player of the Year in
2002.
Grooms leads all C-USA freshmen
with 67.0 rushing yards per game
with eight rushing touchdowns and
another through the air. His 737 rushing yards is the fourth-highest total
all-time among Marshall freshmen.
His breakout game came against Rice,
when he posted 103 rushing yards
with three touchdowns to go with
a 5-yard touchdown catch. He also
tallied 155 rushing yards and a touchdown against Houston on 21 carries.
In addition, he served on MU’s special
teams, registering three tackles and
returning 10 kicks.
The Hollywood, Fla., native is the
first conference football Freshman
of the Year for the Herd since 1996,
when wide receiver Randy Moss
won the honor from the Southern

Conference media (the SoCon had
separate coaches’ and media voting
panels starting in 1989). Quarterback
Chad Pennington won both awards as
a 1995 Marshall freshman.
Other Herd players to win either
the coaches or media Freshman of the
Year honor in the SoCon were running
back Ron Lear (1979), kicker Barry
Childers (1980), running back Ron
Darby (1986), kicker Dewey Klein
(1988), defensive back Roger Johnson
(1991) and defensive back Alandus
Sims (1992).
Marshall did not have a Mid-American Conference Freshman of the Year
in the Herd’s time in the league (19972004) before moving to C-USA.
Cato also the second Marshall student-athlete this fall to win his sport’s
top honor. Senior goalkeeper Daniel
Withrow was named co-Conference
USA Men’s Soccer Player of the Year
last month.

TOP: Marshall University quarterback Rakeem Cato throws
a pass during a game against the Purdue Boilermakers on
Sept. 29.
MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON

LEFT: Freshman running back Kevin Grooms carries the ball
against the Rice Owls on Sept. 22.
BRAD HELTON | HERDZONE

Column

Pittman, Scarver play
big in Capital Classic
By JEREMY JOHNSON

SPORTS EDITOR
For years upon years, on a Wednesday night in
the Charleston Civic Center, Marshall University and
West Virginia University have done battle on the
hardwood. Wednesday night was the first for the
Thundering Herd’s Elijah Pittman and D.D. Scarver.
Both players finished their first Capital Classic
game with double digit scoring and seemed unfathomed by the 11, 512 fans who filled the seats
of the Civic Center.
Scarver shot 5-13 from the field, 4-8 from
three-point range and finished with a team high
17 points. Pittman shot an effective 6-9 from the
field and 4-7 from beyond the arc. Pittman and
Scarver combined for 33 of the teams 59 points.
The two may have missed a few shots, but neither player forced a shot and played within the
offense.
On the season Pittman is a shade under 54
percent from the field and Scarver at 40 percent.
Those a pretty good numbers for players who
shoot quite a few jumpers.

Pittman said after the game that the atmosphere was a first for him.
“It was loud, really loud,” Pittman said. “They’re a
good team, physical and strong. It was fun for me.”
Pittman was injured in the first half and was
taken into the locker room. He said he hyperextended his knee in the first half and did not know
what happened at the end of the first half due to
being in the locker room.
“When I got hurt, I felt that I let my team down,”
Pittman said.
The 6-foot-4 junior college transfer said players stepped up when he was out of the line-up.
Coming into the contest, both Pittman and
Scarver were the leads three-point threats for
the Herd. Pittman, a 39 percent shooter, and with
Scarver, just under 37 percent, both have hit at
least one three-point shot in every game this
season.
The two will look to continue their success as
the season rolls along for the Herd.
Jeremy Johnson can be contacted at johnson783@marshall.edu.
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Marshall junior forward Elijah Pittman makes a two-point shot during the first half of the NCAA men’s
basketball game between the Marshall Thundering Herd and the West Virginia University Mountaineers at
the Charleston Civic Center on Wednesday in Charleston.
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ABOUT US

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published
by students Mondays through Fridays during the regular semesters,
and weekly Thursdays during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial content.
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n What is studying?

Do you think the Thundering Herd
men’s basketball team will fare
better or worse in Conference USA
this season?

The Constitution of the
United States of America

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress
of grievances.

Editorial

Twitter and Instagram go head to head
Social networking sites have once again made the news, as if
they were not already getting enough attention on a daily basis.
This time it is a feud between Instagram and Twitter. Let’s just say
that if Instagram and Twitter had Facebook profiles, they would
have terminated their friendship.
When an Instagram photo is shared on Twitter, you are no longer able to see the entire image from the original link to the tweet
on mobile apps. As it now stands, Instagram photos included in
tweets are cropped and appear improperly formatted on cell
phones. Despite early speculation that the Twitter was to blame
for the inconvenience after Twitter recently revoked Instagram’s
capability to find Twitter friends, it has been revealed that Instagram is the bully in this battle. And according to Instagram, they
intend to continue to distance themselves from the Twitter.

Well, it sounds as though Instagram is getting a big head. The
founder of Twitter, Kevin Systrom, is quoted as saying, “A handful of months ago, we supported Twitter cards because we had a
minimal web presence. We’ve since launched several improvements to our website that allow users to directly engage with
Instagram content through likes, comments, hashtags and now
we believe the best experience is for us to link back to where the
content lives.”
So Instagram feels as though they have piggybacked Twitter for
long enough and now they are ready to take on the worldwide web
alone? Well, they’re not completely alone, because social media giant, Facebook, has recently purchased them. Could this affiliation
have anything to do with their choice to pick on Twitter? It will be
interesting to see who comes out on top.

Column

Obamacare to affect nursing facilities

By SAMANTHA ROSENTHAL

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE, U. CENTRAL FLORIDA VIA UWIRE
Since the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act was
passed this summer, states and many rights groups have been
arguing about the pros and cons. The effect the act has on senior citizens due to Medicaid/Medicare cuts, as well as its
effect on nursing homes, are both prominent concerns. Many
senior rights groups were enthusiastic about the recent legislation, claiming it allowed them to acquire more benefits from
Medicaid and Medicare. Max Richtman, head of the National
Committee to Preserve Social Security & Medicare, ensured
citizens they would “get more and pay less for it.”
The lowering of drug prices for those with Medicare is a
plus, but where are the other benefits? With a decrease of $716
billion for Medicare, President Barack Obama is using a doubleedged sword on senior citizens, as hospitals have to downsize
staffs to afford budget and salary cuts. This does allow senior
citizens in hospitals and nursing homes to have the same benefits with lower costs and deductibles. However, there will not
be enough staff to attend to the sick and ill, which in the end
will fuel the two main causes of incidents in nursing homes
right now — the transferring of patients to different facilitations, as well as abuse and neglect.
One of the most recent problems for sick and disabled senior
citizens is their treatment in nursing homes. Florida has come
under fire during the past few years due to many investigative
reports revealing the true nature of these facilities and lack of
care being provided.
Brian Lee, the former long-term care ombudsman for Florida
and current head of Families for Better Care, a nursing reform
advocacy group, explained the need for reform to untangle the
massive nursing corporation conglomerate that subcontracts
the task of running these facilities and to provide transparency.
Facilities need to stop sacrificing quality, trained staff members
for profits.
“I’ve seen more neglect in my lifetime than anyone ever
should: Elderly people beaten, slapped around, dehydration,
bedsores,” Lee said to Take Part. “There’s no end in sight unless
nursing homes are accountable with their money. And the way
to do that is through transparency.”
What will become of these rampantly neglected nursing
homes providing subpar care when budget and staffing is cut
even more?
Gov. Rick Scott has failed to acknowledge the effect it will
have on the Florida nursing facility system, and major counties
have reported various adverse incidents, incidents in which
facility staff or personnel could have exercised control, but occurred as a result of the resident’s condition.
According to the Agency for Health Care Administration,
there was a total of 2,090 adverse incidents from 2007-2008,
with 37 percent of these cases resulting from neglect and
abuse. Counties with the most incidents are concentrated in
South Florida (Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties), Orange County and Pinellas County, where 44 percent of
the population is more than 55 years old.
The Miami Herald featured a three-part series investigative
report about nursing homes in Florida. The series investigated
the causes of deaths, leading to the exposure of many horrible
truths about conditions in nursing homes.
The articles discuss various patients who died due to preventable circumstances had there been a better and more attentive
staff. According to the Miami Herald, the Agency for Health Care
Administration has failed to properly oversee Florida’s 2,850
nursing homes and operators, investigate dangerous practices
or act on notifications submitted by its own inspectors about
possible instances of neglect and abuse.

Column

Suppose there was no gun in Jovan Belcher home

By GREGORY CLAY

MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE NEWS
SERVICE (MCT)
It was bound to happen.
The gun-control debate has
infiltrated the Jovan Belcher
murder-suicide case. It was
spearheaded by FoxSports.
com columnist Jason Whitlock
and ratcheted up when NBC
Sports broadcaster Bob Costas brought the gun-control
issue to game time. During
halftime of the Philadelphia
Eagles-Dallas Cowboys game
Sunday night, Costas quoted
from Whitlock’s column, then
espoused his own views.
After acknowledging Whitlock, Costas said: “In the coming
days, Jovan Belcher’s actions
and their possible connection
to football will be analyzed.
Who knows? But here, wrote Jason Whitlock, is what I believe.
If Jovan Belcher didn’t possess
a gun, he and Kasandra Perkins
would both be alive today.”
Was it the right time and
place? Yes. NBC had the NFL
viewing audience all to itself
at prime time, especially with
the top television draw in the
NFL — the Cowboys — playing.
What better way for Costas to
bring the issues of gun control,
domestic violence and suicide
prevention to the forefront.
Critics of Costas’ controversial timing say he should have
waited for a better time to voice
his beliefs. There was no better
time; his timing was indeed
perfect. We’ve been waiting for
generations to wrap this dangling issue of guns into a nice,
neat little package with a bow
on top. But there’s nothing neat
about this. The love of guns is
America’s incurable disease
that won’t go away. Remember,
neither Barack Obama nor Mitt

Romney touched gun control/
assault-weapons bans during
their campaign trails because
of the lightning-rod effect.
And speaking of sides, don’t
get on the NRA’s bad side if
you want to win a presidential election; and don’t irritate
the anti-gun lobby if you want
to win a presidential election.
So candidates are stuck in
the middle of a never-ending
chicken-vs.-egg cauldron of
fire-and-brimstone-spewing
advocates.
Costas, as expected, was battered through social media.
The usual cliches surfaced:
Some spouted the old reliable
“guns don’t kill people, people
kill people” mantra; others said
“keep the liberals from injecting gun control into the NFL.”
Even former Republican presidential candidate Herman Cain
went off on Twitter, blurting:
“You tune in for a football game
and end up listening to Bob
Costas spewing sanctimonious
dreck.” On the opposite side,
entertainer Rosie O’Donnell
directed effusive praise Costas’
way.
Regardless, let’s face one
fact. Having a gun in the home
makes it so much easier to pull
a trigger, especially during volatile times. Newsday, the Long
Island-based newspaper that
covers Belcher’s hometown of
West Babylon, N.Y., reported
that the relationship between
live-in girlfriend Kasandra Perkins and Belcher became more
strained after the birth of their
3-month-old daughter, according to some family members.
Having the baby shortly before
the beginning of the Kansas
City Chiefs’ season apparently
contributed to the increased
stress level. “It wasn’t a healthy
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thing that was going on,” cousin
Angela U. Perkins, 32, of Round
Rock, Texas, told Newsday
of the relationship between
Belcher and Kasandra.
Angela Perkins added: “There
was just a lot going on. She was
stressed. He was stressed. It
just started to go bad, but they
had the child, and they were
trying to make it work.”
Furthermore, the issue of
chronic traumatic encephalopathy is sure to surface in analyzing
the Belcher case, especially after
the Boston University Center
for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy released a contact
sports-military study on Monday concluding there is growing
evidence linking repeated head
trauma to brain disease. And
Belcher became at least the
sixth NFL player to commit suicide since 2011.
Now, suppose there was no
gun in the house. No trigger
to pull. There’s one element
of this case that is often overlooked: Belcher also committed
murder, when many of us only
focus on the suicide, probably
because Belcher was an NFL
player, a public figure.
And suppose there were no
guns on the streets.
Then, seven people probably
would be alive today in Chicago,
where there has been a massacre nearly every weekend this
year on the South Side. Read
this from the Huffington Post:
“Nearly 40 people were
wounded in gun violence over
one of Chicago’s bloodiest
weekends in recent months
this weekend. According to Fox
Chicago, seven people were
killed in shootings and one in
a stabbing incident over the
weekend in Chicago. ...”
That’s
a
7-to-1
ratio

— shootings to stabbings in the
Windy City from a few days ago.
And people have the nerve to
say guns don’t kill people, people kill people.
All of this brings us to basketball great Michael Jordan.
In 1993, when his father was
shot and killed by two 18-yearolds in North Carolina, Jordan
would have been an ideal public advocate for the gun-control
argument. Star power, crossover appeal and everything
else in between. However,
the typically apolitical Jordan
remained typically just that —
apolitical, at least publicly.
Mike shouldn’t have been
like Mike.
Belcher’s mother, who heard
her son shooting Kasandra
“multiple times,” and his family don’t have to be like Mike
either. They have an opportunity to follow in the footsteps
of Sarah Brady and Carolyn McCarthy — two strong women
who carry the torch for stricter
gun laws.
In December 1993, McCarthy’s husband was shot to
death during a tragic killing
spree on the Long Island Rail
Road. Her son was severely
wounded. McCarthy took her
cause to Congress — literally. In
1996, she ran for office, becoming a member of the U.S. House
of Representatives. Brady is the
wife of James Brady, the former
White House press secretary
who was shot in the head during the assassination attempt
on President Ronald Reagan in
March 1981. Most of us have
heard of the Brady Bill.
Belcher’s mother could be
like Sarah and Carolyn — not
like Mike.
Again, what if there was no
gun in the house.
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Rubio calls for small steps Paul Ryan's budget plan
to immigration reform pushed aside by GOP in
fiscal cliff negotiations

By BRIAN BENNETT

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)
WASHINGTON — Sen. Marco Rubio,
R-Fla., said Wednesday that he wants to
tackle small parts of immigration reform
before addressing how to create a pathway
to legal status for most illegal immigrants
in the U.S.
Rather than working on one comprehensive bill, Congress should pass a series of
bills that help foreign entrepreneurs, technology workers, agricultural workers and
those who were brought to the U.S. unlawfully as children, Rubio said while speaking
at a public event sponsored by the news
organization Politico.
"Portions of immigration reform can be
dealt with quicker than others," he said.
Since a surge in Latino voter turnout
tipped the election in President Barack
Obama's favor, a chorus of Republican
strategists have called for the party to rethink its approach to immigration.
The 41-year-old first-term senator from
Florida is widely seen as a future presidential contender and is expected to be an
important Republican voice in the debate
on how to reform the immigration system
early next year.
Rubio's insistence that lawmakers start
with smaller pieces of immigration reform rather than hold out for a single
compromise puts him at odds with Senate
Democrats and White House officials who
have said that any immigration bill next
year will have to create a pathway to legal
status for most illegal immigrants already
in the U.S.
Obama promised in his first press
conference after the election to turn to
immigration reform "very soon" after his
inauguration.
Rubio said he was optimistic about getting something done and put the chances of
ultimately creating a pathway to citizenship
for some illegal immigrants in the next two

Brubeck

Continued from Page 2
But Brubeck’s inventions in
jazz represent just part of his
achievement. He also penned
full-fledged ballets and epic
choral/symphonic works. The
latter took on religious themes
and ranked alongside works
such as Duke Ellington’s Sacred
Concerts for their ingenious
synthesis of classical, jazz and
other idioms.
Brubeck’s sprawling oratorio
“The Gates of Justice,” performed
at Anshe Emet Synagogue in Chicago in 1993, fearlessly merged
blues melody, Hebraic cantorial
singing and chord progressions
right out of the African-American
spiritual.
To Brubeck, this cross-cultural
score had specific political and
sociological purposes.
A rabbi “came over to the house
with two other rabbis, and he
suggested I write a piece of music
to show the similarities between
black people and Jewish people,”
said Brubeck, in a 1993 Chicago
Tribune interview.
“The idea would be to show
how both groups have been enslaved and dispersed, slandered
and harmed, to show that they

Evaluation

Continued from Page 1
An added benefit to faculty
is the availability to receive
evaluation results within two
weeks after the end of the
semester.
Ormiston said the online evaluations are not a completely
new concept to Marshall.
“We have been using online
course evaluations for some
time in the summer,” Ormiston
said.
Certain
programs
like
the College of Health Professions and the College of
Business have also been using
online evaluation with positive
results.
Course
evaluations
are
also used in faculty personnel actions as part of a review

By MELANIE MASON
and LISA MASCARO

AMY BETH BENNETT/SUN SENTINEL | MCT DIRECT

Senator Marco Rubio (D-Fla.) speaks with reporters following the final presidential debate at
Lynn University in Boca Raton, Florida on Monday, October 22.
years at more than 50 percent.
"This will take a while. There is not a
magic solution to this. I believe we have to
do it and I believe we can do it," he said.
Rubio, the Republican Party's most prominent Hispanic politician, said there is "a lot
of consensus" on the concept of immigration reform. "But the details of immigration
reform have to be examined," he said.

Rubio said that adding tighter requirements for employers who hire immigrants
and tougher border security should also be
passed before offering pathway to legal status for the large number of undocumented.
"It is a lot easier if you have dealt with
those other issues," said Rubio.
Rubio said that the party needs to change
the way it talks about immigrants.

had more in common than not.
“For me,” Brubeck continued,
“the center of the piece is a particular line that was written by
Martin Luther King, Jr.: ‘If we
don’t live together as brothers,
we will die together as fools.’
That’s what this piece is about,
when you boil it down.”
Born Dec. 6, 1920, in Concord,
Calif., David Warren Brubeck
grew up under the wide-open
skies on a cattle ranch that was
the antithesis of urban jazz centers like Chicago and New York.
But it was outdoors that he
first heard the unlikely rhythms
that eventually would help define his music.
“I spent most of my time alone
as a kid lying under a tank listening to an engine pumping water
and being mesmerized by its
fascinating, arrhythmic sounds,”
he said in the 1990 Tribune interview. “Or if I wasn’t doing
that, I was riding horseback and
singing songs against the gait of
the horse.”
When he started his first band
in high school, he had mastered
rhythms that would have confounded many college music
professors. Unfortunately, upon
arriving at the College of the Pacific, in Stockton, Calif., he learned

that jazz was a four-letter word.
“The people running the school
wouldn’t even let you call it jazz,”
Brubeck said in the 1990 Tribune
interview.
“You ... weren’t allowed to play or
practice jazz in the practice rooms.”
So Brubeck led his band in dives
around town, and after a “terrifying” stint working as a musician
near the front during World War
II, he returned to California to
study music with the man who altered the course of his life, French
classical master Darius Milhaud.
Brubeck’s ability to “hear” a score
at sight was limited, but Milhaud
encouraged him.
“He always said: ‘You will succeed, but you will do it in your
own way,’” recalled Brubeck.
Instead, Brubeck worked in a
self-styled, classically tinged jazz
idiom with the Dave Brubeck
Octet in the late 1940s (recording for Fantasy in 1951), then
joined with drummer-vibist Cal
Tjader and bassist Ron Crotty
in a trio that recorded in the late
1940s and early ‘50s.
The arrival of alto saxophonist
Desmond made the ensemble a
quartet in 1951, with the nimble
Joe Morello becoming drummer
in 1956 and Wright the bassist in 1958. This was the classic

quartet, Desmond’s liquid tone
on alto enhancing the ensemble’s “cool,” West Coast style.
The band’s landmark “Time
Out” album helped make 1959
a galvanic year in jazz history
(Ornette Coleman also was redefining the music at this time).
The aptly named recording cast
a spotlight on Brubeck’s strangebut-attractive experiments in
odd time signatures.
Although the Brubeck Quartet
disbanded up in 1967, Desmond
played periodically with the pianist until the saxophonist’s death,
in 1977. By then, Brubeck was a
legend in his own right—a global
champion of a deeply personal
brand of jazz.
Brubeck dealt with cardiac
problems for decades but refused to stop touring. After being
hospitalized with a virus and
pulmonary infection in 2009,
his doctors wouldn’t allow him
to fly, so “now we’re driving 350
miles every day in an RV I’ve
rented,” he said in a 2009 Tribune interview.
Yet he was characteristically
undaunted.
“I feel about life as I always
have,” Brubeck said in the 1990
interview. “Under any circumstances, go for it.”

process to decide tenure and
promotion.
“We try to educate students
on the role these evaluations
are playing and that they need
to take them serious and that
they are very important for the
purpose of the university for a
variety of reasons,” Ormiston
said.
While online evaluations
may offer several benefits, one
consistent disadvantage and a
major concern to administrators is the low response and
participation rate.
Corley Dennison, associate
vice president for academic
affairs and dean of undergraduate studies said he thinks
participation in the evaluations
will increase over time.
“Usually participation goes
down a little, but its still

statistically accurate and I
think in the long run once students get use to this is the way
they evaluate their professors,
I think we will see pretty solid
participation,” Dennison said.
Van Horn said it is important to take into consideration
several semesters worth of
evaluations, versus isolating
evaluations from one specific
semester.
“You have to look at the long
term when it comes to student
evaluation data,” Van Horn said.
“Look at the data over multiple
semesters and for evidences of
trends that help you better understand how a faculty member
communicates content to students and manages a classroom.”
Van Horn said because the
results of online evaluating are
for the most part unknown, the

impact can’t really be known
for some time. To distinguish
effectiveness and to detect
changes, he said he plans to
compare results from previous
written evaluations with this
fall’s online evaluations.
“I think people would be
surprised at the consistency of
student evaluations results for
individual faculty over time,”
Van Horn said. “What I’m hoping is that I will get comparable
kinds of reports compared to
what I had this fall.”
Students are currently able
to access online course evaluations by logging into myMU
under the student tab, or by
logging into MUOnline under
the student support and resources module.
Katie Wise can be reached
at wise37@marshall.edu.
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TRIBUNE WASHINGTON
BUREAU (MCT)
WASHINGTON — The austere federal budget plan drafted
by Rep. Paul D. Ryan and embraced by Republicans as a
sweeping re-imagining of government has hit a roadblock on
the way to the fiscal cliff.
The proposal had catapulted
the
42-year-old
Wisconsin Republican into a
role as the party's intellectual
leader on Capitol Hill and led
Mitt Romney to choose him as
his running mate.
But on Monday, when House
Republicans sent their counteroffer to the White House
on how to avert year-end
tax increases and spending
cuts, the Ryan budget was
shunted
aside.
Republican leaders, acknowledging
intense opposition from Democrats, concluded "it would be
counterproductive."
Top Republicans, including
Ryan, insisted this was not the
end of the plan and pledged
to "support and advance" its
principles. But by sidestepping the plan, the House
leadership sidelined the push
for a transformative overhaul
of federal entitlements — a
move that quickly sparked
dissent from the party's conservative wing.
Republican leaders said
they, unlike Democrats, have
taken a mature approach. The
GOP fumed when the White
House's opening bid was similar to the president's 2013
budget proposal.
"I think it's important that
the House Republican leadership is trying to move the
process forward," came the
reserved response Tuesday
from Sen. Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky, the GOP leader.
Instead of offering the latest version of the Ryan plan,
which passed the House in
March, top House Republicans proposed $800 billion
in new tax revenues over

10 years and $1.4 trillion
in cuts to Social Security,
Medicare and other spending. The cuts, although far
steeper than those proposed
by Democrats, depart from
the major structural changes
to social programs that Ryan
advocated.
"There's no question that
the Republican budget is
preferred policy, but they're
going to have to compromise
somewhat," said Douglas
Holtz-Eakin, a Republican policy adviser. "It's a significant
concession designed to send
the message that they're negotiating in good faith."
President Barack Obama on
Tuesday rejected the GOP offer, saying the plan was "out
of balance" and the final deal
must include higher tax rates
for the wealthy.
House Speaker John A.
Boehner also faced pushback
from his party's right flank,
which blasted the offer as an
unnecessary concession at
this early stage in the talks.
Sen. Jim DeMint, R-S.C., a hero
of the tea party movement,
said the plan would "destroy
American jobs" and expand
the deficit.
Dean Clancy, legislative
counsel to the conservative
group FreedomWorks, said he
was "underwhelmed" by the
proposal and would have been
"more enthusiastic" if GOP
leaders had offered a version
of the Ryan plan. "You could
read the current negotiation
as a silent abandonment of the
Ryan budget, which would be
very disappointing," he said.
Ryan's popularity has ebbed
and flowed before, even as he
remains a highly influential
figure among Republicans on
the Hill — so much so that he
was among the few Boehner
tapped to have a seat at the
table during daily leadership
discussions over the fiscal
cliff. The speaker also shared
a draft of his first post-election speech on the issue with
the Wisconsin congressman.
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Joshua Hagen: professor, author and avid traveler
By KATIE WISE

THE PARTHENON
Marshall University geography professor, Joshua Hagen,
has recently made an international splash both physically
and academically.
Hagen joined Marshall in
2003 and in addition to his
teaching, has found time to
travel and produce various
pieces of geographically based
literature.
“I have always been interested in traveling and going
to different places trying to
understand what makes them
tick,” Hagen said. “I’ve been
noticing the differences from
place to place but also the similarities and the connections
between what is going on in
one place and what is going on
somewhere else.”
Hagen graduated from the University of Northern Iowa with a
double major in geography and
political science and then went
on to the University of WisconsinMadison to receive his master’s
and doctoral degrees.

Hagen said he has moved
around quite a bit throughout
his life, most recently spending
a significant amount of time in
Germany.
After living in Germany off
and on for nearly three years,
Hagen said one of the biggest
differences between he has noticed between Germany and the
United States is the population
and demographic structural
variations.
“Germany and Europe in
general have a much older
population,” Hagen said. “They
have lower fertility rates than
in the United States, similar to
what we have with the aging of
the baby boomer generation,
but on a much larger scale.”
While in Germany, Hagen conducted his doctoral
research and began prepping
for upcoming book, “Building
Nazi Germany: Place, Space,
Architecture and Ideology.”
The book, under contract with
Rowman & Littlefield, is being
co-authored with University of
Wisconsin-Madison geography

professor, Robert Ostergren,
and entails systematic examination of building programs
implemented by the Nazi
government.
In the book, Hagen and
Ostergren explore the motivations, means and results of the
regimes wide-ranging plans to
re-organize Germany’s cities
in order to create a disciplined
population and military-industrial infrastructure.
Hagen said his trips to Germany inspired him to write his
forthcoming book.
“I was surprised as I traveled
around and saw the amount of
Nazi buildings that were still
around,” Hagen said. “Some
were very prominent and had
been transformed into museums or memorials but a lot of
other buildings, like residential
construction, had just blended
into the overall landscape and
looked like regular homes.”
In addition to his novel in
progress, Hagen has also coedited a mini book, “Borders: A
Very Short Introduction,” with

Alexander C. Diener, assistant
professor of geography at Kansas University.
This specific book aims to
challenge the perception of
borders as passive lines on a
map and instead counterpoint
to the idea of an imminent borderless world, highlighting the
influence boarders have on a
range of issues.
“Borders: A Very Short Introduction” is part of a series
published by Oxford University Press designed to provide
introductions to a variety of
subjects ranging from business
to religion, law to music, and
history to philosophy.
“They are designed and conceived to be accessible entry
points into topics for people
who either have very little time
and need a quick introduction,
for students, or for people who
are curious readers,” Hagen
said.
Hagen said “Borders: A
Very Short Introduction” is
the most satisfying of his personal accomplishments.

HAGEN
Hagen was recently invited
to share his thoughts on the
relationship between geography and current events on the
Oxford University Press’s blog.
“It is interesting and rewarding
to see that something you have
invested three years of time on
has been well-received and it is
doing what you wanted it to do
and finding its audience.”
Hagen has also co-wrote another book with Alexander C.
Diener titled, “Borderlines and
Borderlands: Political Oddities
at the Edge of the Nation-State,”
which aims to generate interest in political geography and
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LEFT, RIGHT: Photos taken during Joshua Hagen’s trip to Germany.

Netflix takes Disney pay-TV rights from Starz
By BEN FRITZ and JOE FLINT

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Netflix has acquired the
exclusive U.S. rights to movies from Walt Disney Studios
films, beginning in 2016, in a
three-year deal that catapults
the Internet video-on-demand
service into direct competition
with pay-TV giants such as HBO
and Showtime.
The news is a blow to the
pay channel Starz, which previously had the rights to Disney
movies, including its Pixar
animated films and Marvel superhero pictures.
Disney has also agreed to
immediately give Netflix nonexclusive streaming rights
to more of its older library
titles, including “Dumbo,”
“Pocahontas” and “Alice in
Wonderland.”
Netflix Chief Executive Reed
Hastings and chief content officer Ted Sarandos have long
said they wanted to get pay-TV
rights to films from one of Hollywood’s six major studios to
boost their company’s online
entertainment service. Currently, it has recent movies
only from independent studios
such as Relativity Media and

FilmDistrict, as well as pictures
more than a decade old from
every studio, and a wide variety
of television reruns.
In a statement, Sarandos
called the deal a “a bold leap
forward for Internet television
and we are incredibly pleased
and proud this iconic family
brand is teaming with Netflix to
make it happen.”
Disney movies will become
available to stream from Netflix seven to nine months after
they are first shown in theaters. A Netflix spokesman said
that time frame is “accelerated”
compared with when Starz currently gets new releases.
Although terms were not

international relations.
Hagen said that his writing
ability is, for the most part, a
self-taught skill.
“I would not say it comes
natural, but largely I have
developed my writing skills
from working on my own and
through lots of revisions,” Hagen said.
Hagen said the flexibility of
being able to teach while traveling and working on personal
projects and research is what
encouraged his decision to become a professor.
“The more I thought about
that interesting mix of activities and the flexibility to some
extent set my own agenda, the
more appealing teaching became,” Hagen said.
In addition to teaching and
writing his third book, Hagen is
currently under contract for a
fourth upcoming book focused
on the historical preservation
of Germany in the 1920s and
1930s.
Katie Wise can be reached
at wise37@marshall.edu.

disclosed, a person close to
the matter said Netflix could
ultimately pay more than $300
million annually for Disney
movies.
In “output” deals, pay-TV providers typically pay between 10
percent and 12 percent of the
U.S. box office of each film up to
$200 million.
For Starz, losing the Disney
movies means the channel
will have to create more original content to fill the void. The
network has had a mixed track
record with its original shows.
It succeeded with the gladiator
show “Spartacus,” but recently
canceled “Boss,” an ambitious
drama starring Kelsey Grammer as a corrupt mayor of
Chicago.
“Starz will continue to be
the exclusive home of all Disney movies, including the
Lucasfilm, Marvel and Pixar
releases, and their accompanying digital streaming rights,
into 2017,” the company said
in a statement. “Our decision
not to extend the agreement for
Disney output past that time
allows us the opportunity to
implement our plan to dramatically ramp up our investment

in exclusive, premium-quality
original series which will best
meet the needs of our distributors and subscribers.”
Previously a DVD-by-mail
company that started offering streaming movies and TV
shows on computers, Netflix
has begun to be a direct competitor to cable channels as
more and more people are accessing its video-on-demand
content through Internet-connected televisions.
It previously offered movies
from Disney and Sony under an
agreement with Starz, but that
deal ended early this year after the two companies couldn’t
agree on renewal terms.
The addition of recently released Disney films should
slow down that trend and make
Netflix more closely resemble
premium television networks
such as HBO.
In addition, like virtually every cable channel, Netflix has
begun moving into original
programming. New series such
as the Kevin Spacey political
drama “House of Cards” and
original episodes of the cult
comedy “Arrested Development” are to launch in 2013.
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Fleetwood Mac
reuniting for
American tour
By GLENN GAMBOA

NEWSDAY (MCT)
NEW YORK — The Mac is
back.
After three years working
on their own projects, Fleetwood Mac — Stevie Nicks,
Lindsey Buckingham, Mick
Fleetwood and John McVie
— will reunite for a 34-city
American tour, starting April
4 in Columbus, Ohio.
The tour coincides with the
35th anniversary of the band’s
album “Rumours” and the
40th anniversary of the album
from pre-Mac duo Buckingham Nicks. However, Nicks said
Monday that it isn’t yet clear
what role those anniversaries
will play in the tour.
“We just want to put together
the best set possible,” Nicks said
from her Santa Monica, Calif.,
home. “We want to create the
best 2-hour experience for the
people.”

Nicks said the band has
already recorded two new
songs — “Sad Angel” and
“Miss Fantasy” — that
they plan to play on the
tour. “They’re a lot of fun,”
said Nicks, adding that she
wasn’t sure if the songs
would be released as singles before the tour or if
they would be held until
a full album is finished. “I
think they sound like really great Fleetwood Mac
songs.”
The band will begin rehearsals in mid-February,
though the four have already
started discussions about
the staging and the setlist.
“If we had to do a show the
day after tomorrow, we
could,” Nicks said. “The boys
are that good. ... The great
thing with Fleetwood Mac
is that we are a finely tuned
machine.”

